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Announcement:

ECO383, a fascinating introductory ‘methods’ course in Economics, will be offered in

the fall. As the instructor, I’d like to take this opportunity to provide you with a brief

flavour of the course content and goals, given that the course has not been offered by

the Economics Department for quite a while.1

Audience: Who should consider taking ECO383?

• Students taking ECO375 and/or ECO475 (or planning to do so)

ECO375 (“Applied Econometrics I”) and ECO475 (“Applied Econometrics II”)

together are perhaps the most important courses we offer in Economics.2 They

are also among the hardest.

ECO383 – this course – is very much intended to help students understand the

challenging content of ECO375 and ECO475. It serves as a useful complement to

1Please note: the course description posted on the department website is not up-to-date – hence the

informational value of this note and the additional note referenced at the end.
2This is my view, but I think I’m correct.
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both, if you are taking them this year (or a useful precursor, if you’re planning

to take them in future). Your understanding of the underlying material will be

enforced and enriched, for sure – the more of it you see, the more it will ‘sink in’

and make sense.

How so? I will introduce the basics of data analysis and applied econometrics

from the ‘bottom up,’ in a transparent, intuitive way. The course will emphasize

the key ideas, and you will become familiar with them. All I will presume is an

understanding of English and basic logical reasoning.

[Students who took ECO220 (rather than ECO227, which is more technically fo-

cused) should benefit especially.]

• Students interested in pursuing a graduate degree in Economics

In the past, several students who took the course have gone on to do well in

Master’s degrees and even PhD’s in Economics. ECO383 introduces some cutting-

edge applied research, and should therefore be of interest to students who have

ambitions to become applied researchers.

• Students, perhaps not even in economics, who wish to gain a familiarity with

modern empirical methods...

In short, the course is suitable for a range of students. My firm belief – and it will

be reflected in the way the course is taught – is that *every* student can become a

competent econometrician (at least with enough effort).

The course does not presuppose a strong mathematical background; pretty much ev-

erything that is needed will be taught within the course and with a strong emphasis

on intuition. What is needed is a grasp of basic logical reasoning, plus a willingness to

learn!

Why take this course?

First and foremost, the material is very neat. As I hope to convey during the course,

the structure of the subject of formal data analysis (and econometrics) is very elegant

– the fruit of some great thinkers, who thought hard and thought clearly. The methods

that have been developed are very powerful indeed, as you will begin to see!
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Second – as rehearsed above – the course will help deepen your understanding of material

that shows up in other upper-year Economics courses, particularly ECO375/475.

Third, and not wishing to sound too much like an economist, one way of putting it would

be $$$!! Or in words: by taking this course, you will (on average) earn more money.

Sure, not directly and perhaps not immediately, but the skills the course is designed to

provide you with are valued highly – in banking, consulting, finance, working for the

government, and in academia.

What are those valuable skills?

You will learn the key elements of modern data analysis, particularly linear regression,

and you will gain an appreciation of where those elements come from – why they are

there. By the end of the course, you will be able to read, understand, and critique

current empirical research in economics and beyond (our main focus will be on applied

microeconomics – my area of research).

You can rest assured: these skills are all prized in the job market.

Course organization

• The course is one semester long.

• The course meets from 10AM-12noon every Thursday in IB 340 during the fall

semester.

• There will be no final exam.

More details are available at:

http://homes.chass.utoronto.ca/~mcmillan/eco383 course overview.pdf

(This overview note is also posted on Quercus under ECO383.)

I hope you will consider taking this fascinating, useful course. If you have further

questions, feel free to email the instructor (me) at

mcmillan@chass.utoronto.ca
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Good luck with your upcoming semester,

Robert McMillan

UTM Economics
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